Than or Then
Fifth Grade Vocabulary Worksheet

Complete each sentence with the word than or then.

**Than** is a conjunction meaning in comparison to.
**Then** can be an adverb meaning in that case, in addition; or a noun meaning a moment, specific time.

I went to history class and _____ ate my lunch.

Put the flour in the bowl, _____ add two eggs.

The chocolate cake is sweeter _____ the brownie.

I would rather work on my math homework _____ read a book.

I like coffee more _____ tea.

Wait until 2 o’clock, _____ you can go to the park with your friends.

We’ll drive to grandma’s house first, _____ we’ll go pick up Auntie Sarah.
**Than or Then**
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Complete each sentence with the word **than** or **then**.

**Than** is a conjunction meaning in comparison to. **Then** can be an adverb meaning in that case, in addition; or a noun meaning a moment, specific time.

I went to history class and **then** ate my lunch.

Put the flour in the bowl, **then** add two eggs.

The chocolate cake is sweeter **than** the brownie.

I would rather work on my math homework **than** read a book.

I like coffee more **than** tea.

Wait until 2 o’clock, **then** you can go to the park with your friends.

We’ll drive to grandma’s house first, **then** we’ll go pick up Auntie Sarah.